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cosmopolitanism of Christianity with-
out those denominational limitations
by which, as society is constituted, its
different families are now designated.
Happily for us in Ontario, the unity of
our system in this respect has been
well sustained. Sim' ,rlv our social
organization has rende.ea us pesctic-
ally a homogeneous people. The dis-
tinctions which arise from the accumu-
lation of wealth i- the hands of the few,
or, worse still, the distinctions which
arise from what Tennyson calls "long
descent," from fortuitous preferment
and consequent assumption of superi-
ority, do not appreciably interfere with
the social equality of our people. It is
easy, then, for us to establish a system
which compromises no man's social
position. To the rich man it is no re-
oroach that his child sits on thd same
form with the child of his poorer neigh-
bour. Nor does the poor man boast,
that, in securing the education of his
children without cost, he has obtained
a socialistic victory over the ilch.
But when we come to consider a sys.
tem of education adapted to the busi-
ness life of a people, we are met with
difficulties of no ordinary nature.
What might suit a rural population,
might not be as well adapted to an
urban population, and so on through
ail the variations of trade and com-
merce.

In seeking the solution of this pro-
blem for ourselves there are certain
considerations at least common to al!
systems of education. () Education
is not knowledge but power. True,
this power is to be acquired partly
through knowledge, that is through
discipline which the acquisition of
knowledge gives, but after all the
real purpose of the educator is to gen-
erate power. The function of the fur-
nace, if I may use the word, is to gen-
erate the steam by which the engine is
driven, but the furnace is not the
power which drives the engine. It is
not necessarily what the pupils learn,

as hAi they learn, that determines the
value of any department of knowledge
as an educating force. The classics
may be as good a means of mental
discipline as the sciences-a passage
from Burke's Reflections as a problem
in commercial arithmetic- and yet
considering all the circumstances of
the learner, the latter may be far more
important from a practical standpoint
than the former. The question then
to be considered is, "How can weapply
the educational forces which the vari-
ous branches of knowledge contain, in
such a way as to generate the greatest
power and to secure the best resuits ?"
In other words can we frame a curri-
culum of studies which is educating,
and at the same time useful ? This is
the question discussed by Prof. Eliot
in his able address before the meinbers
of the Jrhns Hopkins University last
February. After giving due credit to
the classical course prescribed by ail
the continental universities, he asks, is
it not possible to find in the study of
English lite;ature as good an educating
force and at the same time many more
of those practical elements of culture
which would be available for every-
day life ? Let me quote the eulogium
which he pronounces on our much
neglected literature :-

"It cannot be doubted that English
literature is beyond all comparison the
amplest and most splendid literature
which the world has seen; and it is
er.ough to say of the English language
that it is the language of that literature.
Greek literature compares with Eng-
lish literature as Homer compares
with Shakespeare, that is, as infantile
with adult civilization. It may further
be said of the English language that it
is the native tongue of nations which
are pre-eminent in the world by force
of character, enterprise and wealth,
and whose politic'al and social institu-
tions have a higher moral interest and
greater promise than any which man-
kind has hitherto invented."
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